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1
Twenty-First-Century Politics
in the Arab Gulf States
Mary Ann Tétreault, Andrzej Kapiszewski,
and Gwenn Okruhlik

THERE IS WIDESPREAD agreement that a deficit of freedom undermines
human development.1 There is less agreement about the connection between
political and economic development, yet many believe that there is a dramatic gap between the levels of political freedom and economic development in Arab countries as compared to the rest of the world.2 One oftencited indicator of the Arab states’ failure to develop politically is that, with
the exception of Iraq and Lebanon, none of the Arab-majority countries has
a democratically elected government. Economic development also lags, surprisingly so in view of the region’s oil resources. Labor productivity in
these countries dropped between 1960 and 1990 while it soared elsewhere
in the world, and it remains low for various reasons, including overemployment and labor importation in oil-exporting countries.3 Even Africa outperformed the Arab region with regard to rates of economic growth during that
time.
The contradictions embedded in these observations are products of creative and sometimes inappropriate aggregation as well as the tendency of
analysts to consider too few “causes” when they examine “effects.”4 In an
effort to disentangle assumptions from findings, in this volume we look at
domestic politics in the seven Arab states that border the Gulf.
There is no better example of the disjunction between “what everybody
knows” about the Arab world and the complex and multifaceted reality in
this region than the monarchies of the Gulf. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain,
Qatar, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and Oman, the members of the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), enjoy relatively high incomes and, in
consequence, their citizens enjoy relatively high standards of living. We
show in this volume that, despite their “conservative” political systems, all
1
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six governments have carried out significant political and economic
reforms. We also show, however, that, although civil rights and liberties are
greater and citizens have more say in national politics now than they did a
decade ago, there is no indication that any of these countries are launched
on a “transition to democracy.” Indeed, the complex politics of the GCC
states offers an opportunity to test propositions about economic and political development—about transitions broadly conceived.
In Iraq as well as in the only non-Arab Gulf state, Iran, the picture
offers little if anything more in the way of optimism about development and
freedom, despite a popularly ratified constitution in Iraq and a postrevolution referendum that was used as a mandate to re-create Iran’s constitution,
although in a way that failed to elicit the same enthusiasm.5 Despite hydrocarbon resources that rival those of their neighbors, both Iraq and Iran labor
under the political and economic aftereffects of imperialist exploitation;
violent revolutions to overthrow client governments; and, in the case of
Iraq, invasion and war purportedly undertaken precisely to make it more
democratic. Both continue to endure high levels of government corruption
and repression. With regard to the rule of law, both have constitutions that,
although differently flawed, contain provisions that undermine national
unity and governmental accountability while the elections held under these
organic laws are ambiguous with regard to their ability to produce stable
and effective legitimate governments. Why do the Gulf states—and Middle
Eastern states generally—seem to be exceptions to the third wave of democratization, a global political sea change that presumably was able to effect
democratic transitions everywhere else in the world?6 Indeed, the optimism
that swept academic and policy communities in response to third-wave
political openings in Latin America and Europe has given way to pessimism
almost as deep.
Events seem to have overtaken theories that were cherished for their
elegance, but proved to be wanting when it came to predicting the trajectory
of politics in cases outside the regions that had served as the template of
transitology, the study of transitions from authoritarian rule. In a recent article, Phillippe Schmitter, one of the founders of this analytical school,
emphasizes that he and his research partners not only did not see themselves
as the initiators of a new paradigm for understanding democratization in
Latin America, but they also were unprepared for what Schmitter called
“divine surprises” comprising the wave of democratization in Eastern
Europe. Indeed, Schmitter asserts that stretching the “assumptions, concepts, hypotheses, and tentative conclusions” represented in that early work
seemed at the outset to be “problematic” in the light of the divergence
between the ideas it reflected and “most prevailing theories about ‘really
existing democracy.’”7 We agree that the transition paradigm was carefully
conceived and offered with many caveats, yet it often was inappropriately
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applied, in part as the result of the very real progress toward democracy
made in states across the world, including some widely regarded as problematic at best.8 The now highly criticized shortcomings of the transition
paradigm9 arise both from a problématique sited in the unique politics and
history of Latin America and, perhaps especially, from wishful thinking on
the part of those who embraced it so enthusiastically that they were convinced that the end of (authoritarian) history had arrived.10
In this volume, we consider recent political and economic openings and
closures in the Arab Gulf states, an integral part of the Middle East, a region
that transitologists generally agree is resistant to democratization. The substance and trajectories of political change play out in different ways in different places—there certainly is unevenness to this process within and
across cases. This is as true among Arab Gulf states as it is between them
and others. Kuwait is, in some ways, the Gulf’s political outlier. In 1981,
elections were held for a new National Assembly following five years of
constitutionally illegal closure of the parliament by the regime. The
prodemocracy movement that sought to end the second illegal closure culminated in 1990 when the ruler called for elections to an illegal advisory
council that, ironically, took office just in time for the Iraqi invasion.
During the occupation, prodemocracy activists pressured the ruler to agree
to the restoration of the constitution should Kuwait be liberated, but it took
additional pressure from coalition members after liberation to bring this
about. Since then, democratization as a process continues to be three steps
forward and at least two steps back, but what we emphasize here is that it is
a process whose end point is yet to be determined.
Saudi Arabia and Oman are outliers on the other end of the spectrum. In
Saudi Arabia, the centrality of the ruling family in national political life has
been consolidated rather than diffused even under the guise of a “reform”
agenda.11 Social forces are vibrant, but have thus far been offset by the overwhelming power of the state. In the most understudied of all GCC states,
Oman, discussions of reform are limited to expanding the scope of a partially elected Shura Council that has no defined scope or any legislative or
advisory authority.12 Its political future remains grim as decisionmaking
continues to be dominated by the sultan and a tight cohort of advisers and
individuals from the ruling family and their close associates.13 In addition to
being head of state, the sultan is prime minister as well as minister of foreign affairs, defense, and finance. But perhaps the most distinct threat to the
future of Oman is the nexus between a somewhat totalitarian structure and
the lack of an apparent successor to the Omani throne. While “succession
crises” have occurred frequently in modern Gulf history, Oman is the only
Gulf state that has no official heir to the throne.14 Discussion of the country’s political trajectory and future is therefore contentious at best (see
Chapter 5).
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Elsewhere in the Gulf, political opening proceeds at a snail’s pace.
Mediated by autocratic rulers, small steps are being taken. Yet even though
many social and economic reforms have been instituted in these regimes,
the fundamental distribution of political power remains unchanged in the
Arab Gulf states. Why this is so is one of the questions we explore in this
volume.
The events of the past decade have left most students of the Gulf,
including the optimists, much more pessimistic than they were a decade
ago about the prospects for democracy there and elsewhere in the Middle
East in the near to medium term.15 There are many reasons for the persistence of authoritarianism in the Middle East. They include the historical
legacy of postcolonial/postimperial state-led development; indigenous
social forces that were diminished if not crushed during the imperial era;
and, in non-GCC states, the coercive capability of the state apparatus.
Meanwhile, postimperial oil revenues from abroad lubricate the state
bureaucracy and provide enviable—and envied—living standards to local
populations. Even at the height of scholarly optimism, most analysts,
including transitologists, omitted the Middle East from their lists of likely
candidates for democratization.16
The size and reach of those oil revenues explain why rentier state theory is a common explanation for authoritarianism in the Middle East.
Especially in oil-exporting states themselves, rentier income from labor
remittances and service fees, foreign aid, and other external sources of
income provide nontax income for states.17 Oil exporters are sometimes
characterized as political communities that live by the inverse of the slogan
pushing the American colonies to revolt from Britain in the late eighteenth
century; that is, they are regimes flying the banner of “no representation
without taxation.”18 Rulers garner support from citizens or subjects by allocating resources to rather than extracting resources from them. (This is why
they also are sometimes referred to as “allocation states,” discussed
below).19 But payoffs to citizens are not the only source of state strength.
Money also buys the means of coercion, supplying rentier states with
resources to repress dissent.20 Meanwhile, reliance on income generated by
an enclave industry that creates little in the way of forward and backward
economic linkages21 retards societal diversification and, thereby, both the
expansion and the effects of social changes with the potential to shift cultural norms and expectations. It also retards or sidelines economic changes that
could reduce direct citizen dependence on the state.22
The omission of the Middle East from transitology wish lists of future
democracies sparked Michael Ross’s interest in testing rentier state theory
in a global framework. He sought cases outside the community of oilexporting countries and also outside the Middle East to determine whether
and, if so, how and how much, high levels of mineral export earnings per se
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inhibit democratization.23 A somewhat different take on the link between
mineral wealth and democratic development appears in a look at substate
units of a democratic country, explored by Ellis Goldberg, Erik Wibbels,
and Eric Mvukiyehe, who found differences in institutional structures and
praxis that helped explain variations in democratic practice among mineralrich US states.24 Ross concludes that oil and other forms of mineral wealth
do reduce possibilities for democratization, in and out of the Middle East,
and that all three causal mechanisms—allocation, repression, and low rates
of social and cultural change—are implicated. Goldberg, Wibbles, and
Mvukiyehe show that, even within the same federal nation-state, the quality
of democracy in its constituent parts is shaped by mineral wealth. It is surprising that this finding holds up so well in places where mineral wealth is
privately rather than state owned: “American state governments behaved (in
collusion with private mineral firms) in much the same manner as international rentier states. . . . [The] combination of low taxes and extensive public outlays . . . seems to contribute to politicians’ persistence in office.”25
Rentier state theory notwithstanding, a minority among Middle East
analysts interpreted the divine surprises that so startled Schmitter and his
colleagues as holding out the possibility of transition from authoritarianism
in the Middle East. Even in the Gulf monarchies, this perspective initially
seemed justified as political openings began to appear, the most significant
being the widely covered and discussed 1992 election in Kuwait.26 A hopeful focus on the Middle East as a site of transitions was refashioned into a
policy of interventionist regime change during the George W. Bush administration, when the US-led invasion of Iraq, and what had been predicted to
be the modern equivalent of a splendid little war, was supposed to inaugurate a wave of political and economic reform in the region as a whole (see
Chapter 11). Pressure from US policymakers on Middle East rulers, along
with incentives in the form of free trade agreements, membership in the
World Trade Organization, proposed cooperation with the European Union,
and widespread public interest among citizens in several Gulf states,
encouraged Gulf rulers to embrace the notion of reform.
The reforms they introduced were mostly cosmetic, however, designed
to ease tension at pressure points, but not intended to transfer power from
rulers to more broadly based institutions. For example, the Bush-era focus
on women’s rights and elections made it relatively easy for Gulf monarchs
to comply with the letter of democratization while sidestepping more fundamental change. Indeed, the irony of al islah (reform) is that sometimes
reforms serve to reassert the authority of ruling families.27 In the months
preceding the much-heralded Saudi Arabian municipal elections of 2005,
for example, civil servants were warned that they would face disciplinary
action, including loss of their jobs, if they criticized any government programs or state policies.28 Women were excluded from suffrage. Some of the
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most articulate proponents of elections were arrested and jailed for the duration of the campaigning and voting. In the end, the government appointed
fully half of each municipal council.29 Under the guise of competitive elections, the ruling family had consolidated its power in political life.
Most of the reforms directed toward women are equally ambiguous.
Women have long served as markers and counters in male-dominated conflicts between regimes and oppositions in the Middle East as elsewhere. The
main contenders rarely care about women themselves, however, or what
their political rights can or even might accomplish as independent variables
in political equations. At best, like tribal voters, women are conceived by
male citizens and by rulers as inherent supporters of the status quo, whether
because of their essential conservatism or their situational subservience:
they will vote simply as the men in their families direct.30 The ease with
which women’s political participation was instituted in Bahrain, Oman, and
Qatar—although not in Kuwait, whose parliament has real legislative
authority—testifies to the assumption that election outcomes would not
change if women were to vote. Yet some objected to women voting for the
same reasons that they object to a woman driving, leaving the country without her husband’s permission, or engaging in other behavior that men feel
encroaches on their right to dominate women (see also Chapter 9).31
It is clear that elections are fraught with contradictions as indicators of
democracy or even of democratization. They are easily manipulated from
above (see Chapters 2 and 4), and frequently stolen outright by unscrupulous incumbents. Perhaps for this reason, elections appear to attract authoritarian rulers in search of methods to reduce external and internal pressure
for reform, so much so that such regimes constitute a subcategory of authoritarianism. These competitive authoritarian regimes do not meet the minimum procedural standards for democracy because their elections are so
heavily tainted, yet the possibility (and occasional actuality) that opposition
members can turn incumbents out introduces an “inherent” tension in this
strategy.32
Another approach to deflecting pressures for political reform is economic liberalization. Also a highly emphasized indicator of democratization
by analysts of the George W. Bush era, economic liberalization addresses
the third mechanism underlying the persistent authoritarianism investigated
by Ross. Economic liberalization offers the prospect of transferring economic resources from the state to private actors. By adding to the wealth of
existing economic elites, liberalization contributes to the construction of
power centers able to compete to varying extents with state elites as directors of key aspects of the political economy.33 Insofar as economic liberalization transfers resources directly to citizens, it can spark or add to the
development of the class fractions and personal interests that modernization
theorists,34 among others,35 thought would result in a flourishing civil socie-
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ty. Yet arguably the most successful exercises in post–World War II middleclass creation came in the Arab Gulf countries, and not as the result of foreign investment, but rather from wealth transfers and investment in human
capital by rentier states.
Rivers of money, openings of various kinds, and the internal contradictions alluded to above have led to similarly peculiar outcomes in the
regimes of the Arab Gulf states, with the exception of Iraq, which has
moved on to a different, if related, set of transition problems, dilemmas, and
possibilities. We see all seven of these states as being “in transition” in the
sense that their systems of governance are much different from what they
were fifty, or twenty-five, or even ten years ago. They have been transformed from tribal regimes into states with notable administrative capacity,
increasingly coherent identities, and varying degrees of social, political, and
economic inclusion among citizens. All of this occurred in the context of
domestic and external pressures vastly more intrusive and influential than
those experienced by most early developers.36 The country case chapters in
this volume indicate both the extent of this movement and the forces that
keep it going. Yet even the most charitable interpretation of the politics of
these actively changing states would not conclude that any is a “really existing democracy” as Schmitter defines it, and few would see them as
embarked on a path toward democracy. Even so, they have moved, and
sometimes in a progressive direction. Thus, we conclude that they are stuck
in transition, states in motion each of whose multiple drivers is steering
toward a different destination. There are more economic openings than
explicitly political or social openings37 but all of them are limited and engineered to minimize threats to the power of regimes.
Transitions Toward Democratization:
From Authoritarianism or Within Authoritarianism?
We take a broad view of transition, seeing it simply as a process of structural change that alters the institutions and processes by which a political community is governed. We do this from what Mary Ann Tétreault and
Mohammed Al-Ghanim call transitology’s “original position”;38 that is, the
assumption that the outcome or destination of transition is uncertain and,
therefore, that it is premature to think of it as proceeding to democracy or
anywhere else before a stable end point is reached.39 Daniel Brumberg, in
contrast, believes that the end point has been reached already. It is “the trap
of liberalized autocracy,” a sort of caldera into which regimes fall after having overcome initial resistance to reform. Once reforms have been effected—in different ways that usually derive from elite pacts—reformers find
themselves confronted by insuperable obstacles to progressing further.40
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Brumberg argues that such regimes are not in transition: they have arrived
as liberalized autocracies, hybrid regimes that are functional and stable.
Like Brumberg, we see life in the caldera as active. Unlike him, we do
not see it as stable. We regard the churning in the caldera as struggle in
progress, and potentially capable of overcoming the reformers’ one-down
position (i.e., capable of pushing institutionalized political liberalization
further). In consequence, although the events of the past decade leave most
students of the Gulf—and the Middle East as a whole—pessimistic about
the likelihood of continued real political opening,41 we see the jury as still
being out. There is movement—sometimes backward, sometimes forward—
but movement nonetheless. Indeed, we hope that the current pessimism is as
overstated as the earlier optimism.
During the optimistic era, US observers urging democratization were
all too willing to interpret virtually any election, however “flawed,” as evidence of transition in a country already deemed as being in transition (see
Chapter 11). This infatuation with elections was communicated to the Gulf
where the staging of elections for foreign and domestic consumption
became an art form (see, especially, Chapter 2). In Iraq, elections follow
timetables that are heavily influenced by external—usually US—political
imperatives (see Chapter 3), and mostly domestic ones at that.42 While we
do not argue that elections are meaningless or unimportant, we do believe
that they have to be seen as part of an elaborate dance engaging regime
leaders and aspiring leaders, domestic forces pressing for liberalization, and
external audiences whose good opinion Gulf governments seek to retain.
Like Eric Bjornulund,43 we believe that elections must be viewed holistically. Political dynamics can be understood only if we account for events prior
to and after the actual vote.
Other approaches to explaining instances of significant political change
focus on context, including personalities, movements, institutions, the overall environment, and the impact of particular events such as wars, economic
collapses, or a massive public failure of the state.44 From this “new institutionalist” perspective, political change is path dependent.45 Its trajectory is
influenced by existing institutions and enduring legacies from previous
ones, the quality of leadership, and the impetus or constraint imposed by
domestic and international political forces46 and events. It is subject not
only to derailment, but also to unplanned-for opportunities. This makes
movements for democratization and government responses to them appear
more like ad hoc reactions than the unfolding of a rational strategy,47 a situation that may actually be the case.
The new institutionalist school also offers an explanation for regression
and for the failure to seize an opportunity to initiate a transition that
arguably would have served the interests of elites. An example of the first is
the shift toward authoritarianism in Venezuela. Terry Karl foresaw it as one
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of several problematic effects of elite decisionmaking during the 1958 pacted transition because Communists were kept from the negotiating table. In
consequence, the legitimate and, at that time, relatively moderate demands
of workers received far less attention from the new regime than the inclusion of a strongly proworker party would have ensured.48 A similar shortsightedness operated among Syrian elites in the 1960s, even among members of the same political party who lost—wasted?—an opportunity to
move toward transition under a prime minister unusually willing to endure
high political costs in the cause of national unity.49 Arguments based on culture, institutions, and development trajectories are frequently used to delegitimate prospects for democratization in the Arab Middle East. Arguments
focused on Islam as producing societies ideologically unsuited to support
democracy remain common, as were similar arguments about Catholicism
before the openings in Eastern Europe and Latin America. We suggest
instead that religion can be and has been used to institutionalize repression,
just as it has been used as a vehicle for attacking it.50
Institutions are more problematic. Political power struggles within ruling families loom large in negotiating institutional changes. Thus, institutional reforms were often instruments of intra-elite power games as much as
they were attempts to modernize the state. As a result of these prior decisions, and even before there was strong path dependence via the rentier condition, patrimonial politics and struggles largely determined institutional
design, and certain institutions continue to retain a “fiefdom” character.51
Historical memory in the Gulf monarchies incorporates elements of
nationhood as well as tribalism.52 Its shorter and more troubled history
incorporating several divergent visions of a united Iraq53 may explain part
of the difficulty the Iraqi nation has faced putting itself back together as the
third Gulf war since 1980 winds down. Indeed, institutions throughout the
Gulf are contested and fragile. The tradition of shura (consultation), as
opposed to separation of powers and rule of law, is used by Gulf rulers to
argue that Arab or Islamic states have culturally embedded institutions that
are more compatible with local values and customs than the constitutions,
parliaments, and elections favored by prodemocracy forces. Like
Christianity in the West, however, Islam is as often the handmaiden of autocratic rulers as a vehicle to challenge them.54 Tribal organization and sectarian loyalties also are deployed to design constituencies and elections, and
the institutions they produce (see Chapters 2, 4, 5, and 7). Constitutions
have been overridden and rewritten as rulers attempt to force institutions to
support their continued hold on power (see Chapter 2). Sites and processes
of institutionalization may be incremental and multifocal; trade-offs are
plenty. The challenges are daunting given the commanding heights and
coercive capacities of authoritarian rulers.
The early transitions literature dealt with regime change in Latin
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America and Eastern Europe. In both regions, the ability of authoritarian
and totalitarian states to maintain control was substantially exhausted, politically and economically—unlike the contemporary situation in the Gulf
states. The literature was written when rationalism was becoming the dominant ideological paradigm in political science and rested in part on the
assumption that opening regimes politically, such as by increasing civil liberties and holding elections, no longer could be avoided. Despite the caution Schmitter and his colleagues urge, many early transitions did result in
democratization, which often, although not always or entirely, was
achieved.55 In addition to political opening during this period, many states
sought to stimulate their economies. They expanded trade and opened themselves to direct foreign investment; some made small moves toward domestic economic rationalization. Even authoritarian regimes in the Middle East
saw an open door (infitah) as a possible route to growth.56 At the same time,
persistent economic difficulties increased the attraction of foregrounding
domestic institutions that could be made to bear some of the responsibility
should development remain elusive, even to states with no desire to democratize at all.57 The concept of transition as a process of regime change and
opening as an economic wedge that might initiate transition thus became
intertwined.
Rethinking Transitions from
Authoritarianism in the Gulf Context
As we stated at the outset of this chapter, whatever hopes existed for
democratization in the Gulf have been substantially dashed by the appearance of competitive authoritarianism/electoral authoritarianism and other
types of hybrid regimes. We suggest that they should be considered in the
context of stickiness rather than as outright failures.
Transitions everywhere are anything but linear. They encompass progressive movement alongside retrograde movement and simple inertia,
drifting along an already established pathway. The interesting questions
include: Which factors contribute to what kind of outcome, and how do they
do it? What do such openings and closures in political space look like? How
are they felt and assessed? And perhaps most important, why do they happen and what do they accomplish? The Gulf’s ruling families persist in the
face of internal and external challenges. Is this manifestation of authoritarian resilience and opening different from persistent authoritarianism elsewhere?
Even cosmetic reforms may have unintended consequences. They raise
expectations of further opening, limiting the ability of regimes to push back
to square one as cheaply and unobtrusively as they might have done without
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them. Reforms also lay down structures such as elections and the popular
mobilization that even sham elections necessitate. Alternatively, cosmetic
reforms may provide cover for regimes that subsequently regress by undermining or crippling institutions and closing political space. We observe
today in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, the UAE, Bahrain, and Oman substantial closure in terms of freedom of expression and assembly. The publication of newspapers is suspended, critics are arrested, blogs are blocked,
and Internet cafes are monitored. Social and cultural gathering spaces are
sites of contestation and, thus, frequently curtailed by the state. All of the
countries considered here have “elastic” laws that prohibit such ambiguous
things as criticism of ruling families; insults to Islam or human dignity;
speech or writing that insults neighboring or friendly countries, threatens
social stability, violates public order or morals, criticizes family values, or
violates the security of the state or its public image.58
Although the cases under consideration are disparate, we also know
that there is substantial emulation and political learning going on, and not
only among regime actors.59 Information sharing also supports cooperative
behavior among domestic groups, just as it can trigger pushback from
groups that see themselves as losing ground to rivals, as Jerzy Zdanowski
shows in Chapter 7 on Saudi Arabia. Elections as sites of struggles over
how institutions operate and for whose benefit are focal points of Gianluca
Parolin’s chapter on Bahrain and Mary Ann Tétreault’s on Kuwait (Chapters
2 and 4, respectively). The results of elections may change the shape of the
playing field along with the fortunes of aspiring leaders and their constituencies, as Juan Cole’s examination of Shi‘i politics in Iraq in Chapter 3
shows. Qatar’s amirs have used liberalization to clothe their family coups in
the garments of progress for some time, and Jill Crystal argues in Chapter 6
that even the establishment of Al-Jazeera was very much in Qatar’s facade
tradition. Yet as N. Janardhan shows in Chapter 10, enlarging Qatar’s public
sphere also provided a model for other new regional broadcasters whose
clientele is somewhat different from Al-Jazeera’s, not incidentally highlighting the station’s differential treatment of its own rulers as compared to
the way it treats others.
“Stuckness” is illustrated in different ways in J. E. Peterson’s chapter
on Oman, which suggests that top-down liberalization is virtually the only
source of political opening—so far. Christian Koch presents a more active
picture of liberalization in the UAE, but concludes that prosperity continues
to dampen widespread enthusiasm for political power sharing there
(Chapters 5 and 8, respectively). Perhaps the chapter that is most illustrative
of the concatenation of elite and popular forces and their impact not only on
women’s rights but also on economic rationalization is Eleanor Doumato’s
take on the politics of women’s rights (Chapter 9). Matteo Legrenzi’s chapter on GCC security, and Mary Ann Tétreault’s on US foreign policy, show
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the continuing influence of the United States in the Gulf, whether it is
explicit, in the form of military transfers or direct pressure to democratize,
or implicit, as illustrated by the shift from George W. Bush’s push for
democratization to Barack Obama’s hands-off approach to the domestic politics of US allies (Chapters 12 and 11, respectively).
As these chapters also show, if we can say that the Arab Gulf states are
stuck in transition from authoritarianism, we cannot say that they are stuck
for the same reasons, in the same place, or facing in the same direction. The
different tactics for navigating democratization pressures and expectations
have, not surprisingly, produced different institutions, expectations, and
civil society structures. Development trajectories also vary, and the relative
vulnerability of the Gulf states to what we call internal juxtapositions, the
results of trends initiated or amplified by past policies and events, may
prove to be extensive (see Chapter 13). What we can say is that the main
force for stuckness is virtually identical across all six Gulf monarchies and
is struggling to emerge in Iraq. Like autocrats across time and space, rulers
in the Gulf are unwilling to give up their positions on the commanding
heights of their governments and societies. It is not that they tried in vain to
democratize and were stymied at every step by resisting populations.
Rather, it is that they have used the facade of reform to hide their determination to hold on to the power that they have—and even to extend it.
The chapters in this volume illustrate these main points. They show
where democratization might be restarted and where a particular ruler’s
strategy has effectively used up the transition potential of a particular
course of action.60 Each chapter deals with pressures to democratize emanating from inside and out, how (much) rulers responded to them, and
whether and how rulers got around them. The authors assess the degree of
forward movement, inertia, and rollback that comprise the resilience that
enables these regimes to come back again and again, in spite of popular
efforts by citizens and encouragement from abroad to restart and nurture
systemic change. They also identify juxtapositions in each society, ranging
from demographic challenges to cultural politics, the ebb and flow of oil
and gas income, and the strength and direction of momentum in their core
constituencies that could strengthen or attenuate the ability of rulers to keep
to their authoritarian ways.
Among the juxtapositions peculiar to the Arab Gulf states and few others is the potential of oil to complicate transitions and rollback.
Comparisons between regions during the 1990s have noted superior rates of
growth in Africa and Asia as compared to growth in the Arab Middle East.
This difference reveals the acute dependence of oil-exporting states on economic externalities over which they have little control, chiefly oil prices,
currency exchange rates, and stable consumer demand for hydrocarbons.
During the 1990s, the Arab Gulf states labored under depressed oil prices.
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Beginning with the new millennium and especially since the beginning of
the Iraq War in March 2003, these burdens eased as oil prices soared. They
returned in different forms as the result of the macroeconomic instability
that accompanies hydrocarbon price inflation: rapidly rising consumer
prices, the expansion of debt, and, in the most recent era of macroeconomic
destabilization, the global economic collapse following the 2008 banking
crisis. The Gulf oil exporters’ external dependency has not altered significantly since the early days of their industries, despite income accruing to
sovereign wealth funds, the expansion of private sectors whose businesses
depend on demand from the state sector and its millions of employees supported by oil revenue, and changes in market structure that continue to
enlarge the role of oil exporters in hydrocarbon markets downstream from
production.
External dependency separates what Giacomo Luciani defines as production states, which depend on their domestic economies to generate
employment and tax revenues, from allocation states, which rely on economic transfers from abroad to generate income for citizens and the state.61
Although most of the literature on rentier states stresses the economic independence of governments from domestic populations that is conferred by oil
revenues,62 it underestimates the nature and strength of demands on them,
especially during periods of low income, and the impact of these demands
on state repression.63 An example of juxtaposition par excellence, external
dependency reduces the capacity of states to manage domestic conflict at
the precise time at which domestic conflict is most likely to arise.64 It also
neglects the issue of strategic security addressed by Legrenzi in Chapter 12.
Other juxtapositions also stem from the oil wealth of the Arab Gulf
states. Prosperity allowed governments to educate their populations and
provide generous income, health care, and other forms of social support.
Sadly, it also instituted a pattern of changed expectations and behavior such
that the nation’s dependency on external rents was echoed in popular
dependency on state largesse to sustain extravagant lifestyles. This dependency is seen by analysts of the rentier state school as key to maintaining
authoritarianism in the Middle East, not only in the oil-exporting states
themselves, but also in neighboring labor-exporting states (like Egypt and
Jordan) that send workers to the oil exporters, along with states that receive
high levels of foreign aid and investment (again, like Egypt and Jordan). As
we have noted, a closer look would show that these rulers, and probably
Iraq’s as well, are using facade reform as a tactic for holding on to power
rather than as a strategy for peaceful transition to power sharing.
Although the strength and organization of civil societies also vary
widely among the Arab Gulf states, it is arguably here that the greatest
potential for pushing transition toward more open societies and polities lies.
Of course, as we noted earlier, transition from and even within authoritari-
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anism may (or may not) be a fact of life in some of these states. But even
where it exists, its destination is far from clear. Under the right—or better,
the wrong—conditions, populist authoritarianism such as in Egypt during
the 1950s and 1960s, or Syria during the secession period, could result from
failed management of juxtapositions.65 Such juxtapositions thus constitute
critical junctures in the possible transition from authoritarianism in the Arab
states of the Gulf.
We turn now to the case studies to examine how and why these authoritarian regimes persist in the face of internal and external challenges, how
they protect their centrality in political life even under the guise of reform,
and the various forms in which authoritarian durability and resilience are
manifest.
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